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Update 
 

Bezos outlines vision of Blue 
Origin’s lunar future at ISDC 

 

Jeff Bezos, Owner Blue Origin LLC.   
Full Story http://spacenews.com/bezos-outlines-vision-of-blue-origins-lunar-
future/ 

 

 

 

Oklahoma Space 
Alliance 

A Chapter of The 
National Space Society 

A free email newsletter of the Oklahoma Space Alliance 

June 2018 

June  2018  OSA Meeting 

Saturday, June 10 , 2018 

2:00 PM 

Earl’s Rib Palace 

920 SW 25th, Moore, OK 

405-793-7427 

Program— Space News 
and Events, , Space News 
and Events  

 

 

Quote of the Month 
 We will have to leave this planet … and it’s going to make this 
planet better’Jeff Bezos,  May 29,  2018 

 

 

http://spacenews.com/bezos-outlines-vision-of-blue-origins-lunar-future/
http://spacenews.com/bezos-outlines-vision-of-blue-origins-lunar-future/
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Jim Bridenstine delivers keynote address at the 
Humans to Mars Summit 2018

 
 

May 9, 2018 

ASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine delivered the 
keynote address at the Humans to Mars Summit 
2018, on Wednesday, May 9 at The George 
Washington University, in Washington. The annual 
event addresses the technical, scientific and policy 
challenges of making human exploration of Mars a 
reality. 

Video 9:02 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OXahEkf6W
A  

mailto:sswift42@aol.com
mailto:sswift42@aol.com
mailto:sydh@ou.edu
mailto:ctsscott@mac.com
mailto:nsshq@nss.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OXahEkf6WA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OXahEkf6WA
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 SEDS at UC San Diego display their small rocket engine 
test stand  

 

 
At the International Space Development Conference (ISDC)  the Studens for the 
Exploraition of Space (SEDS) UC San Diego, website:  https://sedsucsd.org/, 
FaceBook https://www.facebook.com/sedsucsd/  had their student run small 
rocket engine protable test stand on display.  The SEDS UCSD team has the 
priveledge of showing their rocket test stand to Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com  
and owner of Blue Origin LLC https://www.blueorigin.com/ a private rocket 
manufacturing corporation. Here the students are showing the  Ignus-II rocket 
engine  on the Colosus test stand . Ignus-II is the second iteration of the Ignus-I 
engine, the first 3D-printed engine launched by a student organization. Ignus-II 

https://sedsucsd.org/
https://www.facebook.com/sedsucsd/
https://www.blueorigin.com/
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builds upon our research and data gathered and features many improvements to 
optimize efficiency. 

 

 

Neuman Space built a new kind of ion engine  

 

Patrick “Paddy” Neuman 

 

We’ve built a brand new kind of ion engine (that’s a kind of rocket), that has just 
broken the world record for specific impulse previously held by NASA’s HIPEP 
thruster. 

This level of fuel efficiency is so good that one of these engines could send a probe 
to Mars and back on a single fuel rod. But it could also be great for keeping 
satellites in their proper position in orbit, or cheaply sending all the heavy 
equipment ahead of a manned mission somewhere. 

http://neumannspace.com/  

 

Video  2:17  How the Neumann Drive Works 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TVipU98g9s 

 

http://neumannspace.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TVipU98g9s
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MILITARY SPACE 

Space Force? Create a “Space Guard” instead, some argue 

by Jeff Foust — May 31, 2018 

 
George Nield, the former head of the FAA's commercial space transportation office, believes that a "Space 
Guard" modeled after the Coast Guard is a better approach for dealing with U.S. responsibilities in space than 
a military force or corps. Credit: SpaceNews/Tom Kimmell 

 

LOS ANGELES — As the White House and Congress debate whether to establish a 
“Space Force” within the Defense Department, some believe a more effective 
approach is to develop an organization analogous to the Coast Guard. 

 

In a panel discussion at the International Space Development Conference here 
May 27, former government officials and other experts suggested a “Space Guard” 
could be a more effective tool in dealing with space security issues in an era where 
there are more countries, and more companies, operating in Earth orbit. 

 

“I think it’s important for us to realize that we have not simply force projection in 
question, or defensive capabilities against aggression,” said Greg Autry, a professor 

http://spacenews.com/author/jeff-foust/
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at the University of Southern California Marshall School of Business who served on 
the NASA transition team for the Trump administration. “We also have issues of 
how do we simply enforce compliance with laws we’re going to pass on on-orbit—
and potentially beyond that—activities in space.” 

 

A “Space Guard,” modeled on the U.S. Coast Guard, could be a solution to that 
issue. “To me, I think this is actually a much bigger problem than just talking about 
national security space,” said George Nield, the former associate administrator for 
commercial space transportation at the Federal Aviation Administration. “There is, 
today, no single department or agency that is charged with holistically managing 
U.S. interests in space.” 

 

Efforts like the reconstituted National Space Council and the recent Space Policy 
Directive 2, which directs the Commerce Department to consolidate its various 
space responsibilities into a “one-stop shop” office, help in that effort, he argued, 
but alone aren’t sufficient. It also ignores new initiatives, he added, from dealing 
with orbital debris to a future “search and rescue” capability. 

 

Nield said a “reasonable option” would be to create a Space Guard modeled on 
the Coast Guard. Its mission, he said, would be to “enhance the safety of space 
operations and preserve the space environment.” That Space Guard, he said, 
would be part of a civilian department during peacetime, but integrated into 
Defense Department during wartime. He added later that ability to be placed 
under the Pentagon’s control could eliminate the need for either a separate Space 
Force or a “Space Corps” within the Air Force. 

 

A Space Guard could have a policing duty not typically assigned to militaries, said 
Rand Simberg, a former engineer and longtime commentator on space policy 
issues. However, he cautioned that the analogy to the Coast Guard is not perfect. 
“Sea is not space. Maritime law doesn’t project directly into outer space because 
that’s not the way the Outer Space Treaty is written,” he said. Likewise, he noted, 
maritime salvage laws don’t apply to space objects, a challenge for orbital debris 
removal efforts. 
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Nield said a Space Guard would be a mix of existing and new capabilities. “We 
want to do a more efficient job of what is being done today across several 
different departments and agencies,” he said. “And then there are all these 
potentially new responsibilities, whether it is search and rescue, inspection, other 
things that are not really being handled today.” 

 

None of the panelists, though, advocated for keeping space security 
responsibilities with the Air Force. “If the Air Force thinks that the status quo is 
okay, that kind of proves the case that it’s not,” Laine said. “The Air Force is 
fundamentally unequipped to manage space in this new environment.” 

Full story  http://spacenews.com/space-force-create-a-space-guard-instead-some-
argue/  

 SPACE Exploration  

NASA to request proposals for first Gateway element later this summer 

by Jeff Foust — June 1, 2018  

 
NASA plans to release the draft solicitation for the Power and Propulsion Element, at far left in this illustration 

of the Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway, later this summer. Credit: NAS 

 

http://spacenews.com/author/jeff-foust/
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WASHINGTON — NASA now expects to release a draft request for proposals for 
the first element of the proposed Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway the Power and 
Propulsion Element (PPE) of the Gateway in June or July, followed by an industry 
day at the Glenn Research Center.  

The PPE is the first element of the Gateway, providing power for later elements as 
well as electric propulsion. NASA plans to later add to the Gateway modules for 
habitation and logistics, as well as an airlock and docking ports for visiting Orion 
spacecraft. The Gateway is intended to support future robotic and crewed 
missions to the lunar surface as well as build up experience for future human 
missions to Mars. 

NASA plans to procure the PPE through a public-private partnership. Ticker, 
echoing comments from other NASA officials earlier this year, left open the 
possibility of acquiring more than one PPE unit from industry. “NASA intends to 
release a [Broad Agency Announcement] to award one or more contracts for a 
NASA-industry partnership for development and demonstration of a PPE,” he said. 

Full Story http://spacenews.com/nasa-to-request-proposals-for-first-gateway-
element-later-this-summer/   

 

Miniature Rover to Search for Water on the Moon 

Japanese space exploration company ispace https://ispace-inc.com/  has a vision 
for a permanent habitat on the Moon—and it has just the rover to start making 
that idea a reality. 

http://spacenews.com/nasa-to-request-proposals-for-first-gateway-element-later-this-summer/
http://spacenews.com/nasa-to-request-proposals-for-first-gateway-element-later-this-summer/
https://ispace-inc.com/
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The rover, which looks like a cross between a bug and a toy tank, weighs just over 
eight pounds. It has a carbon-fiber body and would navigate the lunar surface on 
wheels that resemble water mills. The rover is equipped with four high-definition 
cameras that together provide a 360-degree view of the machine’s surroundings, 
while another camera serves as a navigator that identifies hazards and steers the 
rover away from them. 

 

Teams of networked rovers would deploy from a compact lander to locate water 
on the Moon’s surface and extract it. 

 

Studies estimate that there are 6 billion tons of water on or near the lunar surface. 
In particular, the Moon contains deeply shadowed craters where light never 
reaches—areas that researchers believe contain pockets of ice. The ispace rover 
offers a unique capability to explore these challenging landscapes by tethering a 
smaller two-wheeled rover to the main four-wheeled rover. One rover would 
collect sunlight for power, while the other would search for water in the Moon’s 
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craters. Once the rovers have located ice, ispace will develop rovers that can dig 
and drill to extract the wate 

 

 

Moon Video   2:58  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaWmlnwzRXw 

ispace Videos  2:58  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=5cMEJTnPq-I 

 

 

China launches satellite for lunar exploration 

 

 

May 21, early Monday morning. China has successfully launched a relay satellite designed to 
establish a communication link between the Earth and a lunar probe planned to land on the 
far side of the Moon. 
 
The launch from a space center in Sichuan Province on Monday morning is part of China's plan 
to explore the far side of the Moon with the unmanned Chang'e-4 probe. State-run China 
Central Television says the satellite was successfully put into orbit. China aims to be the first 
country in the world to explore the far side of the Moon. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaWmlnwzRXw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=5cMEJTnPq-I
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China plans to build its own space station by around 2022 as part of its vision to become a 
major space power. Moon exploration is another pillar of its space drive. In 2013, China 
became the 3rd country in the world to reach the Moon when its unmanned Chang'e-3 landed 
on the lunar surface. China plans to send the Chang'e-4 probe to the Moon's far side by the 
end of the year. 

Launch Video 2:26 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYMyZE7SAME 

Animation Video 0:48 https://www.scmp.com/video/china/2147136/china-

launches-relay-satellite-key-exploring-far-side-moon  

This Week at NASA! 

 

 Review of the weekly videos release by NASA. 

May 18, 2018  NASA weekly video 3:55   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWE6D8nE8RY 

 

May 25, 2018  NASA weekly video 3:02  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08ivM_PI8zA 

 

June , 2018  NASA weekly video 3:07   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0XS6g8hVqg 

 

 

Launches in the past month  
 

SpaceX "block 5" Falcon 9 rocket 

 successfully launched its first "block 5" Falcon 9 rocket, carrying a satellite for Bangladesh. 
Then the rocket's first stage made a safe landing on an offshore droneship -- the 25th such 
recovery for SpaceX so far. 

Video: 9:07 ,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpANDP-SCSg&t=120s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYMyZE7SAME
https://www.scmp.com/video/china/2147136/china-launches-relay-satellite-key-exploring-far-side-moon
https://www.scmp.com/video/china/2147136/china-launches-relay-satellite-key-exploring-far-side-moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWE6D8nE8RY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08ivM_PI8zA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0XS6g8hVqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpANDP-SCSg&t=120s
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Antares 230 launches OA-9 S.S. J.R. Thompson Cygnus 

 An Orbital ATK Antares rocket launched the OA-9 S.S. J.R. Thompson Cygnus from MARS Pad 
0A, at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility, Wallops Island, Virginia, on 21 May 2018, at 08:44 UTC 
(04:44 EDT). For the Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) OA-9 mission 

Night launch Video 5:17,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt-QlLO5Jwo  

 

OneSpace OS-X0 launch- China’s first private rocket (OS-X 

重庆两江之星) 

 

OneSpace Technology launched it’s first rocket, OS-X0 or the “Chongqing 
Liangjiang Star”, on 16 May 2018, at 23:33 UTC (17 May at 07:33 local time) from 
the company’s test field in Northwest China. According to OneSpace, the rocket 
traveled 273 kilometres in 306 seconds, reaching a top speed of more than 5.7 
times the speed of sound and a maximum altitude of 38.742 kilometres (38 
kilometres and 742 metres). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt-QlLO5Jwo&t=524s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt-QlLO5Jwo&t=284s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qt-QlLO5Jwo
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Video 2:29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sd-GBymrtqc 

 

That’s All Folks  

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sd-GBymrtqc

